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Your AI pair programmer

With GitHub Copilot, get suggestions for whole lines or entire functions right inside your editor.

Sign up >
What are large language models?

LLMs predict the next word given any sequence of words
What are large language models?

LLMs predict the next word given any sequence of words
Issues with LLM-generated code?

Asleep at the Keyboard? Assessing the Security of GitHub Copilot’s Code Contributions
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Bugs in 40% of security-related completions

→ Does this impact code written by users?
First security user study

Human (Control)

Human + AI (Assisted)
Research Questions

- Does an AI code assistant help novice users write better functional code?
- Does code written with AI assistance have an acceptable incidence rate of security bugs?
- How do AI-assisted users interact with potentially vulnerable code suggestions?
Methodology for user study

- N = 58, representative sample of CS students
- Participants:
  - Complete a coding task with or without AI assistance
  - 11 functions in C code for a shopping list application
- Authors analyze completed code for functional and security correctness
Suggestions

// print a single list item to an externally allocated string
// This should be in the format of:
// "quantity * item_name @ $price ea", where item_name is a string and
// price is a float formatted with 2 decimal places.

int list_item_to_string(node *head, char *str) {
    str = head->quantity;
    return EXIT_SUCCESS;
}

$d->price$;
// print a single list item to an externally allocated string
// This should be in the format of:
// "quantity * item_name @ $price ea", where item_name is a string and
// price is a float formatted with 2 decimal places.
int list_item_to_string(node *head, char *str) {
    if (head == NULL) {
        return EXIT_FAILURE;
    }
    printf(str, "%d * %s @ %.2f ea", head->quantity, head->item_name, head->price);
    return EXIT_SUCCESS;
}
Results: Functional

→ Assisted were 6-10% more productive
Results: Security

- Bar chart comparing the percentage of bugs across different CWEs for Control and Assisted groups.
- Box plot showing the distribution of bugs per LoC for Control and Assisted groups.
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Origin of Bugs

// This should be in the format of:
// "quantity * item_name @ $price ea", where item_name is a string and
// price is a float formatted with 2 decimal places.
int list_item_to_string(node *head, char *str) {
    // TODO: Implement this function.
    // return EXIT_SUCCESS or EXIT_FAILURE when appropriate
    if (head == NULL) {
        return EXIT_FAILURE;
    }
    sprintf(str, "%d * %s @ $%.2f ea", head->quantity, head->item_name, head->price);
    return EXIT_SUCCESS;
}

// print a single list item to an externally allocated string
// This should be in the format of:
// "quantity * item_name @ $price ea", where item_name is a string and
// price is a float formatted with 2 decimal places.
int list_item_to_string(node *head, char *str) {
    // if head is not NULL, set str to contents of the node
    if (head) {
        sprintf(str, "%d * %s @ $%.2f ea", head->quantity, head->item_name, head->price);
        return EXIT_SUCCESS;
    } else {
        return EXIT_FAILURE;
    }
}
Results Overview

Functionality

Security Bugs

Users Blindly accept vulnerable suggestions

6%-10%
Conclusion: Large language model code assistants improve functional correctness and do not increase the incidence of severe security bugs for low level C code

Future work:
- In addition to the results here want to continue work.
- We created tooling that assists future user studies. Excited to collaborate. Interested?
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https://zenodo.org/record/7187359
Thank you for listening!

Q&A

Open-source: all examples+code provided
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